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1. What is CCC Modernization? 
 
CCC Modernization is a complete redesign of the Army’s Captains Career Course for all officers 
(1LT/CPT) attending CCC NET 01APR23 per HQDA EXORD 267-22 ISO CAPTAINS CAREER 
COURSE (CCC) MODERNIZATION dtd 281952Z July 22. Modernized CCC includes 1) a new DL 
component and 2) an updated resident curriculum. 
 
The entire curriculum is redesigned to fit four CCC Learning Areas, as seen below: 
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The result is that Captains are prepared to command and serve on staffs at the BDE-level and 
below on day one. 
 
2. Who is affected by CCC Modernization? 
 
All 1LTs and CPTs attending CCC NET 01APR23 will complete the modernized CCC. This 
includes the requirement to complete C5 DL prior to attending the resident phase of CCC (PCS 
or TDY, all compos). 
 
3. What is CCC Common Core (C5) DL? 
 
C5 DL is the new distributed learning (DL) phase of the modernized CCC. It will be available on 
the Army Learning Management System (ALMS) NET 01OCT22. 
 
C5 DL includes five modules for a total of 75 hours of educational content: The Army 
Profession and Leadership, Mission Command, Operations, Operations Process, and Unit 
Training Management. 
 
4. What is changed in the resident phase of CCC? 
 
All CCC course lengths remain the same from FY22. If a CCC was in PCS status, it remains in PCS 
status. The same applies for CCCs that were in TDY status; they remain in TDY status. 
 
Schools and Centers of Excellence have an additional 167.5 hours to dedicate to 
branch/technical skills. Completion of C5 DL enables schools to maximize the effect of in-
classroom education. 
 
Each School will utilize the additional 167.5 hours as their Commandants see fit but many have 
in  u e  time  e i ate  to a  itiona  “sets an  reps” o  M M   in a  ition to other more 
branch specific tasks.  
 
5. Who is responsible for registering students in ATRRS for the CCC Common Core (C5) DL 
requirement? 
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Active Duty officer names will be toploaded to ATRRS for enrollment in C5 DL. Compo 2/3 
officers will continue to be enrolled through their units, as they currently do for RC-CCC. Per 
the HQDA EXORD, units will ensure officers are enrolled upon promotion to 1LT.  
 
If an officer is not enrolled, contact their Career Manager and unit training officer to ensure 
enrollment. 
 
6.  Who is responsible for ensuring officers are complete with DL upon entering resident 
phase of CCC? 
 

a. HRC will continue to provide Requests for Orders (RFOs) for CCC attendance to officers 
per their respective career timeline. 
 

b. Schools/COEs verify they are DL complete upon arrival and determine how to manage 
the process of remediation if DL is incomplete/failed. 
 

c. Units verify they are DL complete as part of out-processing and unit counseling. 
 

7. Will the modernization have any effect on increasing schooling opportunities for CCC 
grads?  (i.e., School slots from the schoolhouse for Ranger / Pathfinder / Airborne / Air 
Assault based on CCC-grad follow-on assignments). 
 
There are no changes to schooling opportunities in FY23 based on CCC Modernization efforts. 
 
8. Will an officer have to recomplete distance learning if they have already completed it but 
are moved to another in person class?  
 
Completion of C5 DL is sufficient for assignment to any school or class.  The course is identical 
for all branches and AC and RC.     
 
9. What happens if an officer does not complete C5 DL prior to arriving at their course? 
 
Individual student actions are handled by the school upon arrival. Officers will still report to 
the resident phase of CCC as directed on their orders. 
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10. What is the ATRSS course number for C5 DL? 
 
9-00-C23 (DL) version 22.0 
 
11. How does this impact officer career timelines? 
 
CCC Modernization will not affect officer career timelines. Officers will continue to progress 
through PME and career milestones per DA PAM 600-3/4. 
 
12. What orders cover CCC Modernization? 
 
HQDA EXORD 267-22 ISO CAPTAINS CAREER COURSE (CCC) MODERNIZATION dtd 281952Z Jul 
22 is available on milSuite at the following link: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-
1176205. Tasks to HRC are listed in para 3.C.4. 
 
13. When are officers expected to complete C5 DL? 
 
The first cohort of students (FY23) will have between 01OCT22 and their report dates in FY23 
to complete C5 DL. 
 
Future cohorts (FY24) will have between promotion to 1LT and their report date to CCC to 
complete C5 DL. 
 
14. Where can I get more information on CCC Modernization? 
 
Individual officers should contact their respective career manager for more information on 
CCC Modernization. 
 
Action officers at HRC and other organizations can contact the Office of the Vice Provost of 
Academic Affairs (VPAA) through the Instructional Design Division at 
usarmy.leavenworth.tradoc.mbx.armyu-daa-idd@mail.mil for specific RFIs. 
 
All servicemembers with CAC-access can view the most up to date CCC Modernization 
information by visiting https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/ccc-modernization. 
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